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Searching for hidden ancient containers in the Old 
Croatian language: the body and emotions as containers
The article uses cognitive metaphor theory to analyse the conception of both the body 
and of emotions as containers. Reflections of two differing conceptual metaphors projecting 
the container image schema (THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS and EMOTION IS A CON-
TAINER) in both the Old Croatian language and the modern Croatian standard language 
are documented. Additionally, the ancient conception of emotion as a fluid (EMOTION IS A 
FLUID IN A CONTAINER) is described, and it is shown how emotion can be both a substance 
in a container and a container substance in both medieval and modern Croatian texts. 
The final section of the article confirms the application of the container image schema to 
imaginary beings through descriptions of the devil’s body from medieval Croatian texts. 
This research made use of a digitally searchable online corpus of the Croatian language 
(containing 19th and 20th century texts), as well as an as–of–yet publicly inaccessible digital 
archive of Old Croatian texts (currently consisting of texts written in the 14th and 15th 
century). This article is a contribution to diachronic research of conceptual metaphor, 
as well as an attempt to apply cognitive metaphor theory to medieval studies research 
attempting to reveal the foundational conceptions of medieval man. It is concluded that 
Croatian written heritage contains traces of very old (universal) concepts, which have 
remained stable throughout the ages.
1. Introduction
1.1. “Body” is a key word in both cognitive linguistics and medieval stu-
dies. Without a review of the human body, medieval studies is able to explain 
very little, since medieval society is considered a culture (civilisation) of mo-
vement (Le Goff 1998: 487; Schmitt 1991: 59). Cognitive linguistic research is 
aimed at proving the embodiment of the mind: “The mind is inherently embo-
died. (...) The mind is not merely embodied, but embodied in such a way that 
our conceptual systems draw largely upon the commonalities of our bodies and 
of the environments we live in” (Lakoff and Johnson 1999: 3, 6).
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Most cognitive linguists do not study metaphorical concepts in a dia-
chronic perspective. One of the reasons for this is that linguistic portrayals of 
such concepts cannot be empirically studied in “living” language, but rather 
must be studied on the basis of research (of corpora) of old texts – that is to 
say, only in a limited and static context. Such historical research has, however, 
become more common in recent time.1 Generally speaking, medieval studies 
should not stop at claims that the human body was the object of hatred and 
self–punishment, or that denial of bodily pleasure or comfort (asceticism) was 
important. In the Middle Ages, the human body was considered a source of 
sin, a barrier on the path to salvation,2 the “prison of the soul”3 (Platonic her-
itage), or the “dreadful clothing of the soul” (Gregory the Great)4.
It would do well for medieval scholars to analyse such medieval meta-
phorical statements from the perspective of cognitive metaphor theory, the 
foundations of which were laid by Lakoff and Johnson in 1980, and which is 
still being developed today. The exclusion of such an approach is visible, for 
example, in Bynum’s (1995: 7) statements on the correspondence between the 
medieval and modern concepts of the body: “’Medieval people’ (...) did not 
have ’a’ concept of ’the body’ any more than we do; nor did they ’despise’ it 
(although there is reason to think that they feared childbirth, or having their 
teeth pulled, or amputation of limbs without anaesthesia). Like the modern 
1 Current cognitive linguistic historical research has been summarised by M. E. Winters 
(Winters, Tissari and Allan 2010: 6–9), who divides them into three approaches (directions) 
to research: 1) “prototype theory and categorisation around prototypes” (e.g. Geeraerts, 
Winters, Kemmer); 2) “semantic extension and change“ (e.g. Sweetser, Dirven, Lewan-
dowska–Tomaszczuk); 3) “relationship between synchrony and diachrony” (e.g. Sweetser, 
Langacker). In the same book (2010: 9–14), see also an overview of current important publi-
cations and conferences. In the past decade, many books and articles have been published, 
among which some of the most significant are, e.g.: Haser 2000, Blank 2001, Gevaert 2001, 
Tissari 2001, Koivisto–Alanko and Tissari 2006, Trim 2007, Allan 2008, Koch 2008. In the 
Croatian scientific community, the earliest contributions to cognitive linguistics are the 
work of M. @ic Fuchs (e.g. 1991, 1992–1993), and cognitive linguistic theory is rarely applied 
to linguistic historical research (e.g. Kapetanovi} 2009; Raffaelli 2009). Taking cognitive 
linguistic theoretical postulates into account, I. Raffaelli’s book in the Croatian language 
(2009) systematically describes the basic theses, assumptions, and methods of diachronic 
semantics as a discipline.
2 On these claims, see, e.g., Bynum 1995, also containing further medieval literature on this 
subject.
3 On this claim, see, e.g., Biernhoff 2002: 23, 39. See also Courcelle 1965.
4 According to Le Goff 1998: 473. However, it should also be pointed out that affirmative 
medieval theological views on the value of the body (e.g. in the words of Bonaventura, T. 
Aquinas), and in analysing the manner of human behaviour, find that the perception and 
image of the body in the Middle Ages was not unchangeable: the early medieval heterodyna-
mic picture of the weak and fragile human body (which, under environmental pressures and 
limitations, sought support in the company and activities of other people and the working 
of forces) gradually, from the 11th to the 15th century, changed into an autodynamic picture 
of the body (inspired foremost by knightly ideals of physical strength, intellectual skill and 
professional successes) (see Kleinschmidt 2000: 81–84). Bodily motions in the Middle Ages 
were paid a great deal of attention to, since it was believed that gestures were expressions 
of internal states and feelings, and that they were connected with the moral values of the 
individual (e.g. Hugh of St. Victor in his work De institutio novitiorum from the first half 
of the 12th century).
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world, the Middle Ages were characterized by a cacophony of discourses”. This 
work cannot detect and analyse all concepts of the body5 assumed by Bynum, 
nor can these concepts be compared with modern conceptions. However, 
through cognitive metaphor theory, Croatian written heritage can be used to 
document and explain basic concepts of the body founded on a naïve (folk) 
conception of the world. It is assumed that such a conception was as common 
in the Middle Ages as it is today. Such an assumption is not unfounded as 
such conceptions of the body are likely universal, considering that they are 
based on bodily experience.
1.2. Only a few of the aforementioned metaphorical statements on the me-
dieval conception of the human body found in medieval studies literature (e.g. 
the prison of the soul as a place of residence for the soul, the dreadful cloth-
ing of the soul as a cover for the soul) point to the possibility of confirming 
the presence of the container image schema (see Johnson 1987; Lakoff and 
Kövecses 1987; Lakoff and Johnson 1999) and the conceptual metaphor THE 
BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR THE SOUL. Detecting these metaphors, which this paper 
shall neither explain nor illustrate through Croatian examples, only serves to 
open the subject of this discussion, and makes the aforementioned (and as–
of–yet unexplained) assumption even more likely: Croatian medieval culture 
produced metaphorical statements reflecting the container image schema.
The paper will be structured as follows: Section 2 will use cognitive me-
taphor theory to attempt to document reflections of this schema in Old Cro-
atian6 texts (2.1.) and confirm the presence of the conceptual metaphor THE 
BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS (2.2.). The conception of emotions as a fluid 
5 Debate on the conception of the body could unnecessarily lead towards philosophical and 
theological discussions on the material, psychological and spiritual in human nature, and 
towards a discussion of the distinctions and relationships between body, flesh, mind, person, 
soul and spirit. Conclusions cannot be made on such questions in the context of this work, 
and so they shall not be touched upon. This analysis moves in another direction. Howe-
ver, it must be clear that this analysis considers the body a foundational concept, not the 
individual component parts of the body (flesh or bodily organs) or the complex, abstract 
concept of person (on this, see the end of the introduction). The body is only one (visible) 
component of the person (or more specifically, of the Self), while the body is something 
concrete. What is considered concrete can also be unclear and inexplicable, such as in 
discussions of abstract things. It is still not possible to explain the function of some of the 
parts of the body, or why the body turns against itself in some autoimmune syndromes 
(e.g. Hashimoto’s disease).
6 The attributive Old Croatian describes the linguistic form of expression in any Croatian 
literary language during the Middle Ages (11th – late 15th century). Old Croatian (non–litur-
gical) texts are mainly written in the ̂ akavian literary language, some are written in the 
Croatian [tokavian literary language (Dubrovnik and surroundings), while Kajkavian texts 
are not present until the 16th century (Kajkavian linguistic traces are only found before 
this point in Old Church Slavonic–^akavian, ̂ akavian, or Latin texts). This research does 
not take Croatian Old Church Slavonic (liturgical) texts into consideration. The reason for 
this “distancing” from liturgical texts is the lack of understanding of the world that existed 
among the common people (the so–called folk theory), although it is apparent that expres-
sion in medieval vernacular could not have been free of medieval theological perceptions 
and interpretations, just as theological discussions and liturgical texts could not avoid “folk 
theory” in their understanding of the world, at least as far as the conception of the world 
through bodily experience is concerned.
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(EMOTION7 IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER)8 shall also be documented through Old 
Croatian examples (2.2.1.). For the sake of distinction, statements confirming 
the conception of emotion (emotional states) as a container (or a container 
filled with a substance)9 shall also be included in subsection 2.3. (EMOTION 
[EMOTIONAL STATE] IS A CONTAINER). This is an entirely different metaphor than 
the first two, as the target domain is emotion instead of the body, while in 
the first two metaphors the body is the object, and emotions are the (fluid) 
substance. All of these metaphors shall be observed in the following section 
from a diachronic perspective. Before the conclusion of this paper in the fourth 
section, a separate section (3) will consider the application of the conceptual 
container schema in conceptions of imaginary creatures, such as the devil. In 
Croatian medieval examples, the devil is not a bodiless creature – the body of 
the devil can also be filled with specific content, and can also intrusively fill 
the human body as content. The Christian world–view, which is imprinted in 
Croatian medieval texts, considers that the devil cannot be a person, although 
he is conceived of through the conceptual container schema. Some Croatian 
medieval texts, in addition to Satan (as a personal name), also name individual 
demons,10 however this serves to separate them as individuals in a hierarchy 
and collective (demons). Such contemplations exceed the focus of this work, 
however they also raise another issue relevant to this theme, which shall 
be briefly considered here before moving on to the analysis central to this 
paper.
Manifestations of the metaphor THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS could 
also be observed as the general–level metaphor A PERSON IS A CONTAINER, as 
has become common practice in recent cognitive linguistic works that discuss 
the “Divided–Person metaphor” (Lakoff 1996: 102–103) or the “General 
7 Current research has shown that the body is a universal human concept, while emotion is 
a culturally defined concept (Wierzbicka 1999: 2–4), or rather that emotion is a “complex 
(decomposable) and culture–specific” concept, as opposed to some other concepts, which are 
“simple (non–decomposable) and universal (e.g. FEEL, WANT, KNOW, THINK, SAY, DO, HAPPEN, 
IF)...” (Ibid: 8). In this analysis, emotion is a hyponym that abstracts various emotions, and 
it is used, as Wierzbicka says, “as an abbreviation for, roughly speaking, ’feelings based on 
thoughts’” (Ibid: 12). This avoids potential differences, even small ones, between concepts 
reflected in the meanings of the same lexemes in a diachronic perspective (e.g. love in the 
Middle Ages and today) or synonyms for the same emotion (rage, fury). On the generic 
level, emotions can be observed as STATES ARE CONTAINERS (on this, see, e.g., Lakoff and 
Johnson 1980: 30).
8 Different conceptions of specific emotions in some Croatian early modern texts (Ranjinin 
zbornik, an epic by Marko Maruli}) have already been the subject of analysis (Kapetanovi} 
2009; Kapetanovi} 2012). These contributions only occasionally touch on some conceptions 
of emotions in the Middle Ages.
9 On container objects and container substances, see Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 30): “Sub-
stances can themselves be viewed as containers. Take a tub of water, for example. When 
you get into the tub, you get into the water. Both the tub and the water are viewed as 
containers, but of different sorts. The tub is a CONTAINER OBJECT, the water is a CONTAINER 
SUBSTANCE.”
10 See, e.g., the names Polelos, Garijel, Iprocel/Ipro~el, Viliton in Uskrsnutje Isusovo (HSP 2010: 
743–768).
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Self–Subject metaphor” (Lakoff and Johnson 1999: 269–284).11 Although it 
would certainly be easier to simply apply this conception of ’personality’ to the 
Middle Ages without posing questions, numerous anthropological works and 
ethno–linguistic contributions warn that caution is necessary when projecting 
culturally specific concepts from one culture to another or lexicalised concepts 
from one period of history to another (see, e.g., Wierzbicka 2010). The com-
plex concept of person is not universal – it varies throughout history as it has 
been significantly defined by law, morals, responsibilities, and roles within 
the family unit, status within the societal unit, etc., although Mauss (1938) 
claims “that there has never existed a human being who has not been aware, 
not only of his body, but also of his individuality, both spiritual and physical” 
(Mauss, in: Carrithers, Collins and Lukes 1985: 3).
There is no room here for a more comprehensive observation of the 
difference between the ’individual’ and the ’person’ in various societies and 
periods,12 although it is important to the subject at hand to emphasise that 
many examples taken from medieval texts reflect the separation of the indivi-
dual from the community (naming, use of the personal pronoun I). However, 
this is not sufficient to discuss the concept of the ’person’ on the basis of such 
examples.13
2. Discussion: The container image schema and the body / emotions 
as containers in Old Croatian texts
The focus of this analysis is the container image schema and the concep-
tual metaphors THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS and EMOTION IS A FLUID IN 
A CONTAINER. The metaphor EMOTION (EMOTIONAL STATE) IS A CONTAINER will also 
be taken into consideration for the sake of distinction, since the first two me-
taphors treat the body as the object and emotions as a (fluid) substance, while 
11 According to the interpretation of A. Lakoff and M. Backer from 1992 (Lakoff and Johnson 
1999: 268), a person is considered a whole consisting of two entities (Self + Subject). Lakoff 
(1996: 102) writes: “The Subject is supposed to be in control of the Self. The Subject can 
reason, but cannot function directly in the world, as the Self can. The Subject is always 
the locus of consciousness, subjective experience, perception, reason, and judgment. The 
Self consists of other aspects of a whole person–the body, emotions, a past history, social 
roles, and much mores.” Aside from this: “Our metaphoric conceptions of inner life have 
a hierarchical structure. At the highest level, there is the general Subject–Self metaphor, 
which conceptualizes a person as bifurcated. (...) It is not a trivial fact that every metaphor 
we have for our inner life is a special case of a single general metaphor schema. (...) In the 
general Subject–Self metaphor, a person is divided into a Subject and one or more Selves” 
(Lakoff and Johnson 1999: 269).
12 See, e.g., contributions in Carrithers, Collins and Lukes 1985. It is perhaps important to this 
topic to emphasize the conclusion drawn in this book by La Fontaine, who compares four 
non–western cultures (1985: 139): “... I suggest, the recognition that concepts of the person 
are embedded in a social context (...) Social characteristics of individuals are represented 
by images of the living body, not by concepts of the person.”
13 It is also important to note that abstract constructs belonging to “internal life” are concei-
ved of as parts of the body, which is apparent from the examples provided in this text.
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the metaphor EMOTION IS A CONTAINER treats emotion as the object and the body 
as the substance of the object.
In order to document the stability of the container image schema and the 
aforementioned metaphors from the Middle Ages until today, the research 
methodology should compare samples from relatively modern Croatian texts 
(19th and 20th century) with samples from Croatian medieval texts (from the 
14th and 15th century) in a diachronic perspective.14
2.1. Container image schema
The container image schema is certainly a very old (universal) pattern, as 
it is based on bodily experience and experience with containers (e.g. Lakoff 
and Johnson 1980; Sweetser 1990; Lakoff and Johnson 1999; Kövecses 2005). 
Archaeological and anthropological research of some North American petro-
glyphs representing (animal) bodies as containers point to its being prehistoric 
(cf. Culley 2008). In the modern Croatian standard language, (non–)metapho-
rical projections of this schema can be easily detected through the use of the 
prepositions u (’into, in’) and iz (’out of, from’)15 as seen in these examples:
(1) Sotona si ti, Cekinaru rebambiveni! – zavri{ti prodorno tetka Juvanina 
iz svega svoga sitnog i sme`uranog tijela (R. Marinkovi})
You are the devil, you senile miser! – screamed Aunt Juvanina piercingly 
from all of her tiny and wrinkled body.
(2) Sav `ivot, {to je jo{ preostao u njegovu tijelu, skupio se negdje u 
prsima (J. Horvat)
All the life left in his body gathered somewhere in his chest.
The same is apparent in Old Croatian texts, regardless of their differing 
dialectal “colour”. This shall be illustrated here through two examples from 
14 For this directed type of analysis, which does not analyse all concepts for the body and emo-
tions, quantitative indicators are not a part of the argumentation, and it was be sufficient to 
locate a few attestations in various corpora in order to draw conclusions and list examples. 
Examples from modern texts were selected on the basis of searching the Croatian Language 
Repository (Hrvatska jezi~na riznica, http://riznica.ihjj.hr), an online corpus (digitised text 
archive) of numerous 19th and 20th century Croatian texts. Because of the accessibility and 
searchability of these sources, examples from this corpus are not listed according to their 
printed editions, and they are cited only by listing the author of the text. Medieval Croatian 
examples were selected through searching of a digital concordance of around 100 digitised 
medieval texts. Considering that these written sources are not yet publicly available (online), 
a list of editions in which the sources of these examples have been published is included 
at the end of the paper. Along with the examples, an abbreviation containing the source 
and folio/page of the source is listed (which are also marked in the printed editions). As 
some texts were inaccessible in the concordance of medieval texts, some texts relevant to 
this analysis are occasionally cited according to the chrestomathy of [tefani} et al 1969.
15 On the significance of the prepositions in / into and from / out of, see Lakoff and Johnson 
1980: 29. On the Croatian preposition u and its connection to the container schema, see 
[ari} 2008 (especially section 2). On the preposition u and the container image schema on 
the basis of examples from the modern Croatian language, see Parizoska 2009. The prepo-
sition iz in its prototypical meaning, like the prefix iz– (see Belaj 2008: 93–113), points to 
a transition of an object from an intralocative into an extralocative state.
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^akavian Old Croatian texts containing the prepositions v or va (’in, into’) and 
the preposition s16 (’out of’):
(3) Ali kako to jest bilo / da Bog pride v tvoje tilo? / Kako li je va te 
pri{al? / Kak[o] li je dol i s neba si{al? (MSM Fir 2a)
But how was it / that God entered into your body? / How did he enter 
into you? / How ever did he come down from the heavens?
(4) Kada pride ona [smrt!] tada, / du{a van izide s tila (^sVM@ Tk 71a)
When she [death!] comes then, / the soul goes out of the body.
2.2. THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS
Many Croatian medieval texts richly attest to the conception of the body 
as a container filled with various abstract content (entities), and this is made 
apparent through the usage of various kinds of word whose root is pln / pun 
(’full’, ’fill–’):
(5) Ti si Makarij Duha Sveta naplnjen (@SO 53b)
You, Macarius, are filled with the Holy Spirit
(6) diti} tada resti{e i kripļa{e se pun mudrosti (ZL 8a)
the child then grew and was healthy and was full of wisdom
(7) ~ovjek koji se kune napunit }e se od nepravde (Cvet Libro 22b)
the man who swears shall be filled with injustice
(8) i jo{ ne kako ļudi gri{ni, puni sih zlih }udi (MSN 18b)
and no more as sinful people, full of these evil habits
(9) Zdrava, Marija, milosti puna (ADM 6b)
Hail, Mary, full of grace
(10) O @idovi, tvardi dosti, puni vsake nemilosti (MP Pic 121b)
o Jews, so cruel, full of every disgrace.
None of these examples displays the conceptual metaphor THE BODY IS A 
CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS. This metaphor is apparent in numerous Old Croatian 
examples, a few of which follow:
(11) a nińa sam plna ̀ alosti (PoMH PP 195b)
and now I am full of sadness
(12) O sestrice Magdalena, ka s’ ̀ alosti vsake puna/ ci} na{(e)ga G(ospo)
d(i)na, jerbo straha bih ja puna (Uskr Tk 15b)
O Sister Magdalene, you who are full of all kind of sadness / for the sake 
of our Lord, I was full of fear
16 This is not the same as the preposition s (’with’), but is a separate preposition that evolved 
from iz (’from’).
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(13) Zdrava, plna vse m(i)losti vsega veselja i radosti! (MP Zd{ 146a)
Healthy, full of all of the grace of happiness and joy!
(14) Plna si radosti! / a ja sam plna vse ̀ alosti (JMGZ B~ 27a)
You are full of joy! / and I am full of all sadness
(15) ah, jerbo straha bih ja puna (MsM Zad 14a)
ah, because I was filled with a great fear
(16) A ~udo vaze vsih, i hvaļahu Boga, i napuni{e se straha... (BL 64b)
And the miracle took all, and they praised God, and were filled with fear
(17) Darij radosti napuni se i re~e... (Aleksandrida, [tefani} 1969: 327)
Dario was filled with joy and said...
(18) Aleksandar to ~uv, gnjiva i srditosti napuniv se... (Aleksandrida, 
[tefani} 1969: 322)
Alexander, hearing this, filled with rage and anger
(19) Tada se Nabukodonozor kraļ napuni gniva (BL 56a)
Then King Nebuchadnezzar was filled with rage.
The following statements show that this metaphor can also be found in 
the modern Croatian standard language:
(20) I neka srd`ba zakipi u njemu prama Mirku i prama svemu njihovu 
razgovoru sino}njem (D. [imunovi})
And may rage boil in him towards Mirko and towards all of their con-
versation from last night
(21) I u ~ovjeku za{umi, zapjeva, za`ubori radost, bujna, pijana, blista-
va radost, koja omamljuje i opaja (I. Kozar~anin)
And joy rustles, sings out, babbles in man, exuberant, drunk, brilliant 
joy, that intoxicates and dazes.
2.2.1. EMOTION IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER
The aforementioned examples from the modern Croatian standard langua-
ge (20, 21) confirm the conception of emotion as a fluid17 (EMOTION IS A FLUID IN 
A CONTAINER), which is rooted in the distant past. It is known that Hippocrates 
(c. 460 BCE – 380 BCE) connected health and sickness and the character of 
an individual with the four bodily humours (phlegm, yellow bile, black bile 
and blood), and this teaching influenced Galen (129 – 200 AD) and medieval 
medicine. This conception relies on bodily (embodied) experience, and not on 
17 But not only a fluid. Kövecses (2010: 108) mentions the following conceptual metaphors 
with a target domain of emotion: EMOTION IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER, EMOTION IS HEAT/FIRE, 
EMOTION IS A NATURAL FORCE, EMOTION IS A PHYSICAL FORCE, EMOTION IS A SOCIAL SUPERIOR, 
EMOTION IS AN OPPONENT, EMOTION IS A CAPTIVE ANIMAL, EMOTION IS A FORCE DISLOCATING THE 
SELF, EMOTION IS BURDEN. Kövecses (2003: 217–218) also registers many more metaphors for 
emotion.
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knowledge of anatomy, which was fairly undeveloped in the Middle Ages (W. 
Harvey described the circulatory system with the heart as a pump only in the 
17th century).
The Old Croatian examples mentioned (11–19) do not show how the 
mentioned emotions are conceived of – they could have been conceived of as 
liquids or gases, for example. They only make it apparent that the body is a 
container filled with a specific substance (emotion). The conception of emotion 
as a fluid in Old Croatian texts can be confirmed in a number of interesting 
examples which must be separated from those above, as they describe a con-
ception in which only one part of the body (the heart or the soul) is located in 
a fluid emotion (container substance) within the body (container object). Both 
the heart and the soul are considered the centre of emotion in western folk 
tradition. The verb form plove (’swims’) is directed towards the fluid state of 
tuga (’sadness’):
(22) Srce moje v tugah plove (MP Zd{ 140b)
My heart swims in sadness
(23) za~ mi du{a v tugah plove (M Tk 116a)
because my soul swims in sadness.
Such a conception is still present today, and adequate examples are also 
found in modern Croatian texts (the verb form prelije [’floods’] is directed 
towards the fluid state):
(24) Tuga mu prelije srce (I. G. Kova~i})
Sadness flooded his heart.
In all of the examples mentioned, the heart / soul are not containers for 
sadness (as in the Old Croatian example: V srci mi je tuga ļuta MP K2: 709 
= ’There is deep (?) sadness in my heart’).18 Instead, sadness becomes a 
container substance for the heart or soul. Encompassing them as a container 
(sadness) negatively affects the heart or soul (since sadness is a “negative” 
emotion).
18 On the use and meaning of the adjective ljut in old texts (especially with the meaning of 
’deep’ and ’heavy’), see Raffaelli 2009: 220–236. On the conception of the heart as a con-
tainer in the English language, see Niemeier 2000: 206–209. In this work, the author lists 
and analyses three categories (the heart as a metonymy for human feelings / the heart as a 
metonymy for an entire person / the heart as a valuable object) in addition to the category 
of the heart as a container. The examples mentioned (22–24) do not fit into any of these 
categories. One might believe that the heart and soul in these examples should be inter-
preted as a metonymy (synecdoche) for the entire “person”, however all of these examples 
oppose such an interpretation through the use of the possessive pronouns moje ’my’, mi 
(meni) ’to me’, mu (njemu) ’to him’, which show that the heart/soul do not represent the 
entire body but that they belong to it as parts. It should also be stated that other cultures 
use other internal organs besides the heart in the role of the centre of emotional life in 
the body. On the liver, see an explanation in e.g. Enfield 2002.
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2.3. EMOTION (EMOTIONAL STATE) IS A CONTAINER
All prior examples for the metaphor THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS 
should be differentiated from modern examples of the metaphor EMOTION IS A 
CONTAINER:
(25) Utěra{e u strah bolje od mene (M. Bogovi})
They have forced better men than me into fear
(26) redom dolaze klanjati se i kako plivaju u radosti (K. [. Gjalski)
... they come in order to bow and they swim in joy.
This Old Croatian example serves as a confirmation of the presence of this 
conception in Croatian medieval texts:
(27) Ne htij tuko v strahu biti (MSN 39a)
Do not be in so much fear
(28) ... jedinorojenu k}er moju Roksandu ku v radosti velici rodih... (Alek-
sandrida, [tefani} 1969: 329)
... my only born daughter Roksanda, whom I bore in great joy...
All of these examples contain the preposition u / v, which doubtlessly 
points to intralocativeness. Thus, all of these emotions (fear, joy) alongside 
the preposition u / v are conceived of as containers encompassing the body. 
However, it must be noted that fear is not conceived of as a fluid (as opposed 
to the Old Croatian and modern example of joy, which points to a conception 
of joy as a fluid). It is not certain whether the fluid state of joy should be 
connected with the fact that joy is occasionally followed by tears. The final 
explanation is much more convincing in the Old Croatian example for ̀ alost 
(’sadness’):
(29) U ̀ alosteh ja vsa plovu (MP K1 54b)
I am swimming wholly in sadness.
This interpretation is more convincing if we know that there are concep-
tual metonymies in which the effect of a state (tears) takes the place of the 
state (e.g. pluti u suzama = ’to pour forth tears’19 > ’to be in deep sadness’), 
as is confirmed by this Old Croatian example:
(30) Molim da me vsaki zove / majku ka vsa v suzah plove (MSN 80b)
I ask that all call me / a mother who swims in tears.
Since the conception of the body and emotion as a container and of emo-
tion as a liquid is present in both medieval Croatian and modern texts, it can 
be concluded that such conceptions have remained stable throughout time.
19 See AR, s.v. 2. pluti.
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3. A digression on the devil
The Middle Ages are full of magical stories about animals and hybrid 
anthropo(zoo)morphic creatures whose bodies were a mix between human 
and/or animal bodies.20 In addition to this, the imaginations of medieval peo-
ple created modified bodies of people from faraway, inaccessible parts of the 
world, as is seen in a medieval “collection of knowledge” called the Lucidar (< 
Lucidarius, see, e.g., Kapetanovi} 2010: 17–18). These ancient people saw su-
pernatural creatures in the bodies of animals (e.g. snake = devil), and animals 
symbolised some “personal” characteristics or abstract concepts (e.g. raven = 
sadness, bee = justice, hare = fearfulness).21
In the feudal Middle Ages, people feared the monstrous body of the devil, 
his hidden workings, and his embodiments as other creatures, or even his 
consumption of the human body. It is therefore unsurprising that the first of 
ten questions Thomas Aquinas asked the devil was: “Do demons have bodies 
joined to them by nature?”22 The female fear of defloration by the devil is also 
often attested. Numerous discussions were held in the Middle Ages on the 
devil (or evil spirits) and how they entered the human body.
On one hand, it was said that the devil entered someone’s body (e.g. Ju-
das’, exp. 31), however theological argumentation (exp. 32) stated that this was 
impossible:
(31) U: Ne uze li Juda to re~eno posve}enje kako u~ini sveti Petar?
M: Ne, ni{}e, jerbo on ļubi Isukrsta, i kako on uze posve}enje, on ga stisnu 
za Isukrstom, da Juda, jerbo nenavidi Isukrsta, on prija samo priliku iz 
ruk, da kripost od posve}enja osta u Isukrstu. I zato, kako on uze on kruh, 
ulize va ń djaval (Luc Tih 34a)
U: Did not Judas take consecration like Saint Peter?
M: No, he did not, because he loves Jesus Christ, and after he took con-
secration, he accepted it for Jesus Christ, but Judas, since he hates Jesus 
Christ, took only the image of bread from his hand, but the power of the 
consecration stayed in Jesus Christ. And thus, after he took the bread, the 
devil entered into him.
(32) U: Kako di{, da ne mogu u~initi zlo, da oni drugo~ ulizu u tilesa 
ļudska i ubiju jih.
M: Ja ho}u, da zna{, da djaval ne more ulisti u tilo ~lovi~asko; po ta 
put vidilo bi se da ~lovik jima dva duha, a ~lovik ne more jimati drugi duh 
nego du{u svoju, ka jest stvorena od Boga. Da djaval ulize dobro kadgodir 
u ~lovika meju mezdru i ko`u i mu~i ga vele zlo i ~ini ga govoriti po svojoj 
voļi, kadgodir ga ubije. Da on ne more u~initi nijedno zlo du{i, za~ ~lovik 
20 On the miraculous in the Middle Ages, see, e.g., Le Goff 1993: 54.
21 The most popular medieval form of literature (besides the Bible) were bestiaries. On traces 
of Croatian medieval bestiaries, see Kapetanovi} 2004.
22 This work is De malo (On Evil), from the 13th century. According to Boureau 2009: 425.
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jest posve}en po svetom krstu po put da je posve}en jedan tempal uljem i 
krizmom (Luc Tih 54b–55a)
S(tudent): How can you say that they could not do evil, but at another 
time, they re–enter the human body and kill them.
T(eacher): I want you to know that the devil cannot enter the human 
body; in that way a man would seem to have two spirits, and man can-
not have another spirit besides his soul, which was created by God. But 
the devil can indeed enter at some times under a man’s skin and torture 
him harshly, and influence him to speak after his will, occasionally killing 
him. But he cannot commit a single thing to the soul, because man is con-
secrated according to the holy cross by having a temple of oil and chrism 
consecrated.
A container schema is also used in the conception of the devil and his ap-
pearance. This is proven through examples stating that the body of the devil 
can be filled with some kind of content. Two Croatian versions of the Lucidar 
exist, each offering a different answer as to what the devil’s body is filled with 
– one says arrogance and evil, while the other says deception and lies:
(33) U~(i)t(e)ļ: Dam ti viditi da vsaka tvar i{}et k(a)ko bi obrela spodobanije 
k sebi i zato djaval hoti podobno k sebi imiti. To bě zmija ka hodi li lukavo 
i povla~i trbuh po z(e)mļi. Tako hodit djaval nepravadno i lukavo i krivo, 
z(a)~ je(st) pln velike superbije i zlobi. I k(a)ko zmija povla~i trbuh po 
z(e)mļi, tako i djaval povla~i trbuh po z(e)mļi laste}i ļudi ki bihu sagre{ili 
telesnim zakonom. (Luc Sien 48a)
Teacher: I let you know that every creature looks for how to attain an ap-
pearance for itself and for this reason wants to have the devil for himself. 
This was the snake, who moves sneakily and drags his stomach across the 
land. Thus the devil moves unjustly, evilly and wrongly since he is full 
of great arrogance and evil. And just as the snake drags his stomach 
across the land, so the devil drags his stomach across the land, cheating 
people who have sinned bodily.
(34) Svako stvorenje pote`e k svojoj prilici; gdi zmija ve} pote`e na priliku 
od djavla nego druga skot, jere zmija grede okrugla pote`u}i tarbuh po 
zemļi, djaval grede okrugal, jerebo je pun himbe i la`i, i stavi se rado 
~initi svaki grih. (Luc Tih 16b)
Every creature strives for its own external appearance; where the snake ap-
pears more like the devil than some other animal, since the snake moves 
roundly dragging its stomach across the land, the devil moves roundly 
since he is full of deception and lies, and gladly gives in to the doing 
of any sin.
This same version of the Lucidar speaks of the birth of the Antichrist, 
whose body is filled with demons while he still remains protected within the 
body of his mother (an evil woman). Since the content of the woman’s body is 
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the body of the Antichrist, who is filled with the bodies of demons, the sche-
matic and complex conception of the body as a container and body within a 
container are both present:
(35) M: Antihrst ho}e se roditi u velikom gradu Babilonskom od jedne zle 
`ene ka }e biti od kolina Adamova, i unutri u utrobi matere svoje biti 
}e pun djavlov... (Luc Tih 72b).
T(eacher): The Antichrist will be born in a great city of Babylon to an 
evil woman who will be Adam’s descendent, and inside his mothers 
womb he will be full of devils.
All in all, these examples related to the body of the devil unquestion-
ably point to the application of the container image schema. It is difficult to 
conceive of an imaginary being without a body. Examples (33, 34) also reflect 
the metaphorical conception of the devil’s body as a container for lies (or ar-
rogance, evil, deception). The lie is his differentia specifica23 in comparison to 
the human body (in which the soul24 is temporarily housed and in which emo-
tions “flow”). The entry of the devil into the human body (container) as an 
interloper is also interesting, and theological intervention in such a conception 
is also apparent (example 35). Human experience with containers (example 
36) is shown to be key in conceiving of the Antichrist (a complex of negatively 
valued containers: the womb of an evil woman, the Antichrist’s body filled 
with devils).
4. Conclusion and future research directions
This analysis and comparison of samples of medieval and modern Croa-
tian texts has confirmed and documented two different conceptual metaphors 
projecting the container image schema (THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTION 
and EMOTION IS A CONTAINER) in the Old Croatian language and in the modern 
Croatian language. In addition to this, the presence of the very old conception 
of emotion as a fluid (EMOTION IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER) has been shown, and 
it has been shown how emotion can be both the content of a container and a 
container substance in both medieval and modern Croatian texts. The analysis 
of descriptions of the body of the devil in medieval texts has shown the ap-
plication of the container image schema in the conception of imaginary beings. 
23 Such a conception is not exclusively medieval. The Bible also connects the devil with lies 
(see, e.g., John 8:44).
24 For example, although the departure of the soul from the body should always have a 
negative connotation since it means death (non–existence), connotations change in medie-
val Christian religious discourse on the relationship inside – outside and the relationship 
between the soul and body. The body is conceived of in some medieval (religious) texts 
as a hindrance and obstacle to salvation, and not as a protector of sensitive content. In 
other words, the desire for the soul to be freed from the body is not in accordance with 
the metaphor PROTECTION IS CONTAINMENT (Sweetser 2004: 30), and so the soul leaving the 
body (container) has an exceptionally positive connotation, and its containment in the body 
(container) an especially negative one.
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This shows that Croatian written heritage contains traces of very old (and uni-
versal) concepts, which have remained stable despite the passage of long peri-
ods of time. No social “force” can be attested that would be powerful enough 
to suppress or ignore these conceptualisations. Just the same, no knowledge of 
the anatomy of the human body was necessary for such conceptions, and they 
were not suppressed or eliminated through later discoveries.
An inclusion of the cognitive linguistic perspective into medieval socio–
culturo–historical research would be of great help for attaining insight into 
the life and thought of medieval man, for explaining apparent antagonisms, 
and for attesting similarities/equalities and differences in conceptions across 
different epochs.
Finally, many value judgments and images of the body are based on spa-
tial relations (in this case: outside – inside) and the conception of the body 
as a container that can be filled and emptied. Both entry into and location 
within a container and exiting and emptying from a container can apply both 
a negative and positive connotation to the body. Although the human body 
and the imaginary body of the devil share the same container image schema, 
their bodies, in the naïve folk world view, are not filled with the same content. 
This also allows the inference of value judgments that existed in the Middle 
Ages, as well as within religious communities: the image of the devil’s body 
being filled with lies confirms that, of all characteristics, lies and dishonesty 
were truly hated the most in the Middle Ages. Such observations, which would 
require an axiological analysis of specific concepts, exceed the thematic frame-
work and theoretical background of this work.25 However, they open new 
horizons for research.26
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Potraga za drevnim spremnicima u starohrvatskom jeziku: tijelo 
i emocije kao spremnici
Uz pomo} kognitivne teorije metafore u ~lanku se iz dijakronijske perspektive analizira 
poimanje tijela i emocija kao spremnika i dokumentira se zrcaljenje dviju razli~itih konceptualnih 
metafora u starohrvatskom i suvremenome standardnom hrvatskom jeziku u kojima se projicira 
predod`bena shema spremnika (TIJELO JE SPREMNIK ZA EMOCIJE i EMOCIJA JE SPREMNIK). 
Osim toga, upozorava se na veoma staro poimanje emocija kao teku}ina (EMOCIJA JE TEKU }INA 
U SPREMNIKU) i kako emocija i u srednjovjekovnim i u suvremenim hrvatskim tekstovima 
mo`e biti supstancija u spremniku i spremnik supstancija. U posljednjem poglavlju samo se 
naoko udaljavamo od teme jer analizom opisa |avoljega tijela u srednjovjekovnim tekstovima 
potvr|ujemo primjenu predod`bene sheme spremnika i na imaginarna bi}a. U istra`ivanju ove 
teme iskori{tena je mogu}nost ra~unalnoga pretra`ivanja tekstova u internetski dostupnom 
korpusu hrvatskoga jezika (tekstovi 19. i 20. st.) i zasad jo{ javno nedostupnoga ra~unalnoga 
arhiva starohrvatskih tekstova (zasad ih ~ine tekstovi nastali u 14. i 15. stolje}u). Ovaj ~lanak 
prilog je dijakronijskim istra`ivanjima konceptualnih metafora i poku{aj primjene kognitivne 
teorije metafore u onim medievisti~kim istra`ivanjima koja nastoje razotkriti temeljna poimanja 
srednjovjekovnoga ~ovjeka. Zaklju~uje se da vi{estoljetna hrvatska pisana ba{tina ~uva tragove 
vrlo starih (univerzalnih) koncepata, koji su stabilni unato~ izmjenama epoha.
Key words: cognitive metaphor theory, medieval studies, body, emotions, container image 
schema, conceptual metaphor, Old Croatian
Klju~ne rije~i: kognitivna teorija metafore, medievistika, tijelo, emocije, predod`bena shema 
spremnika, konceptualna metafora, starohrvatski jezik
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